B.U. Registers Hockey Victory Over Engineers

Spirited Tech Rally Marks Final Period Of Opener at Arena

By KARL GOLDBERG

The Tech hockey season began last Saturday night before 2000 spectators at the Boston Arena with promise, but without victory. The underskilled Beaver lineup was whipped by Boston University, the champions of the New England Intercollegiate Hockey League, 10-5, but not before they thrilled the faithful, Techspoffers covertly carrying a one-sided, Terrace-dominated contest towithin reach of victory.

The outcome of the game was decided in the second period, when Don Lee, Tech's first string center, was taken out of the game with a sprained ankle. and B.U. scored five quick goals to bring their first period 1-0 lead to 6-0 before the puck had crossed into the B.U. nets. The outcome of the game was decided in the third period, when Bob Ellis netted a field goal to put the Beavers in the lead for the first time, 24-29. The third was a Crusade to the last minute of the third period, when Bob Felitier managed to salvage the last chance for Tech to tie the game, and trailed 24-29 at half time. With nine minutes left in the game, Tech's Omar Haskins registered a field goal to put the Beavers in the lead for the first time, 30-34.

Tech featured New Raleigh and Schwina bicycles, also used bikes at low price.
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